KSH-777DW
Commercial Rice Cooker

Specifications and Design subject to change.

Model Number : KSH-777DW Commercial Rice Cooker
Power : 120 volt, AC, 60 Hz
Wattage : 1700 watts cook cycle
          80 watts keep warm cycle
Amperage : 15 A
Approvals : UL, NSF
Cord Length : 55 inches

Perfect for all types of restaurants: Asian, Spanish, Italian and others wishing to expand their food choices
Extra Large Capacity  cooks up to 38 6-ounce cups of raw rice = 120 3-ounce servings of cooked rice
Cooks Quickly from 30 to 60 minutes depending on kind and quantity of rice
Versatile Uses  cooks short, medium, long, long converted and brown rice
Thermostatically Controlled keeps temperature ideal for optimal cooked rice
One-Touch Operation simply depress cook button for full cook/keep warm cycle to begin
Automatic Keep Warm as soon as cooking ends, gentle even low wattage keep warm begins
Easy to Clean smooth inner bowl washes clean easily; outside wipes clean with damp cloth

be informed